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Abstract
With the quick rise of E-Commerce, personalized recommender systems have been created,
which not only stimulate the sales of products and services but also increase customers’ loyalty.
Collaborative filtering has been the most common and effective technique applied to recommendation
systems. In this study, we applied multi-criteria ratings in movie preference collection for building
users’ profiles of different aspects profile and we used regression coefficient, which was derived from
multiple regression analysis, for each criterion preference level. In order to improve each criterion
prediction quality and alleviate the sparsity problem of Collaborative filtering, we firstly combine
users’ preference levels and trust-values as trust-weight in different criterions and then set trustweight threshold to filter users and to find recommendation members. In the final aggregation
experiments, we observed that trust-based filtering method also carried out a lower MAE in overall
rating prediction and the F1 value has a better recommendation performance. Finally, the approach
we proposed can improve the recommendation quality in the multi-criteria recommendation
environment.
Keywords: Multi-criteria, Trust-based Recommendation, Multiple Regression Analysis

Introduction
In traditional recommendation systems, single rating is mostly used to judge the degree users like the
items. However, single rating cannot tell dimensions influencing users’ preferences or dislikes.
Adomavicius and Kwon (2007) pointed out in the research on multi-criteria recommendations that
even if different users give the same rating on some item, they might have different criteria on
preferences. Thus preferences of different dimensions are neglected, which might make a group of
people with similar preference criteria not found. Recommendation systems with collaborative
filtering approaches have their inherent limitations. For example, owing to sparse data, similar rating
items of users are not sufficient, lowering similarity and reliability. Jeong et al. (2009) replaced
similarity among users with trust on ratings of users when predicting ratings, further lowering the
influence of inherent limitations for collaborative filtering. In the multi-criteria environment that
needs feedback of more ratings, the aim of this research is to explore how to reduce the interference of
malicious ratings and sparsity of rating, then to enhance accuracy of multi-criteria recommendation.
Therefore, this research will get ratings of users’ multi-criteria preferences on movies, evaluate factors
influencing users’ overall ratings with multi-criteria on movies, and take advantage of trusted
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members with high-reference-value ratings of multi-criteria to enhance accuracy of prediction,
expecting to minimize the error of predicting ratings with multi-criteria and improve overall
recommendation efficiency through predicting ratings of trusted members with multi-criteria.
This study is expected to use multi-criteria ratings of users to obtain multi-criteria preference weights
by linear regression and predict the overall ratings. By using users’ preference criteria on different
dimensions of the items as the preference factors of users, we can make up the single ratings that
neglect diversity of customers’ multi-criteria preferences. This research is to predict ratings through
trusted members with multi-criteria and explore the accuracy of prediction on overall ratings of
movies. The following are the purposes for this research:
(1) Use trust on users’ ratings as the base to judge and predict a group under multi-criteria.
(2) Predict through trusted groups to lower the influences on prediction made by data sparsity.
(3) Use linear regression coefficients as the aggregate function for the overall rating prediction and
explore the performance of multi-criteria recommendation.

Literature Review
Trust-based Recommendation
O’Donovan and Smyth (2005) pointed that if nearest neighbors are only recommended to selected
products through rating similarity, it is not reliable. For example, you will consult a group of friends
with similar preferences when you go to see a movie. If someone among them always dislikes some
particular movie and you take his opinion into consideration, it will not be reliable. Besides similarity,
trustworthy users recommended in the past should also be considered, in order to enhance the
recommendation quality.
As to the disadvantage of similarity-based collaborative filtering, many researches have started to find
users with prediction reference value through trust-based recommendation and make them as the
criteria of group selection (Massa et al., 2004; O’Donovan et al., 2005; Victor et al., 2009). Trust
means trustworthiness, reputation, reliability and credibility among members (Kwon et al., 2009). Our
purpose is to find out not only members with similarity, but those with high credibility on target
customers, as recommended members.
Jeong et al. (2009) brought up user credit-based collaborative filtering (UCCF) to lower the influence
of data sparsity on accuracy of similarity calculation, replacing similarity among users with their
rating credibility on the rated items and making rating prediction on target users’ unknown items
through rating credibility. To evaluate users’ rating credibility and predict ratings, there are three steps
as follows:
(1) Producing Nominal Rating
Form representative rating vectors with the average and median of all users’ ratings on the items, or
ratings with high probability density.
(2) Evaluating Users’ Credibility
Form vectors of personal ratings with the set of items rated by users. Use the variability between
vectors of personal ratings and representative rating vectors to show personal credibility. The
higher the credibility is, the higher it correlates with overall ratings of all members. Replace
traditional similarity among users with rating credibility of users.
(3) Rating Prediction and Recommendation Making
For items not rated by aimed users, get evaluation rates through aggregation function. Then
recommend items ranking Top-N to aimed users.
O’Donovan and Smyth (2005) proposed a trust-based filtering recommendation system. Their works
made members with rating credibility over the threshold as the selecting criteria of prediction group,
to make up the reliability of similarity-based filtering recommendation system. The group used to
offer prediction is represented as Producer (p), target users are shown as Consumers (c). The error
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between p(i), producer’ prediction value of i (consumers’ common rating items), and c(i), consumer’s
actual rating, is used to judge whether the prediction is reliable (Formula 1).

Corrεct (i, p, c) ⇔ p (i ) − c(i ) < ε

(Formula 1)

The group participating in recommendation in the process of recommendation is Producer (p) offering
trust value. The degree of prediction accuracy in the process of recommendation made by each
producer is the base of trust value of the producer. For example, Producer b makes rating prediction
on i1 rated by Consumer c. When the prediction rating by Producer b is smaller than the error ε, it
means that Producer b’s prediction on Consumer c’s preference on the items i1 is correct. Otherwise,
if the prediction rating is bigger than the error ε, it means that the prediction fails. However, personal
prediction does not take group prediction into consideration, but just considers that single Producer b
predicts particular Consumer c’s preference rating on the item i. The higher the ratio of accurate
prediction is, the higher the trust value predicted by Producer on the item is.
In the research of O’Donovan and Smyth (2005), they brought up two different types of credibility
measurement, profile level and item level. Profile level means that it makes the ratio of reliable sets
among recommended sets by Producer p as trust value of profile level. Item level means that make the
ratio of reliable sets among recommended sets on some particular item i by Producer p as trust value
of item level. In measurement of trust of item level, groups similar to the items are also added.
Therefore, when calculating Producer’s trust value on the particular item, trust prediction on similar
items is also taken into consideration (Formula 2) with a better performance on prediction.

Trust I ( p, i ) =

{(u k , ik ) ∈ CorrectSet (u ' ) : ik = i and its neighbors}
{(u k , ik ) ∈ Re cSet (u ' ) : ik = i and its neighbors}

(Formula 2)

Kwon et al. (2009) measured three different attributes of users’ rating, expertise, trustworthiness and
similarity, as the base to select reliable members. EXPERTISEu means u’s trust value on item rating
(O’Donovan and Smyth, 2005). TRUSTu measures the similarity between u’s personal rating on items
and the average of all groups’ ratings on all items, meaning the degree of similarity with group rating
trend. SIMILARITYa ,u means similarity on common rated items between users and target users. Find
weights of all trust attributes ( K E , a 、 K T , a 、 K S , a ) through linear combining, thus to evaluate users’
overall trust value V a ,u (Formula 3) on target users and find TOP-N trusted members as the prediction
group.

V a ,u = K E , a

EXPERTISEu + K T , a TRUSTu + K S , a SIMILARITYa ,u + ε a (Formula 3)

Multi-criteria Recommendation
I n the tr adit ional collab or ative filt er ing r ecommendat ion syst em, it can b e know n
about cust omer s’ pr ef er ences on it ems when cust omer s give r atings or hidden
inf er ences. T he s yst em keeps cust omer s ’ pr ef er ences on it ems via two- dimens iona l
matr ix and s hows pr ef er ence r ating pr edict ion on pr oducts via R: Users×Items→ R0 . R
is the prediction function and R0 is the set of items customers have not rated. However, on the
application of traditional personal recommendation, multi-criteria are seldom taken into consideration
in the process of recommendation. Customers just rate their preferences on different items with their
single degree of preferences. Therefore, it is to be improved by using multi-criteria for
recommendation. Adomavicius and Kwon (2007) pointed that multi-criteria rated data give users a
chance to interpret their preferences on items through different dimensions. Through extra multicriteria rating data, the accuracy of recommendation will be improved. Multi-criteria preference rating
matrix can be shown with R: Users × Items → RO × R1×... × Rk . R0 is the traditional single preference
rating. Ri is the probable preference rating under different criteria, i (i = 1,…,k). Single preference
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rating only shows the degree of preference of customers. In contrast, multi-criteria rating can show
why customers prefer one item. The approach learns more about preference reasons and then finds
members with similar preferences. For example, the “Online Dining Guide Website”, Zagat,
integrates ratings under three different criteria, food, decoration and service. Yahoo!Movies not only
gives ordinary overall ratings on movies, but also encourages users to rate under another four criteria,
i.e., stories, actors’ performances, directors and visual effect. With different rating criteria, it can be
known about major factors why customers like the restaurant or the movie and interpretations with
different dimensions. Adomavicius and Kwon (2007) categorized multi-criteria recommendation into
two approaches, similarity-based approach and aggregation-function-based approach.
(1) Similarity-based Approach
If multi-criteria are the same as single criterion, similarity among users still needs to be calculated.
Calculating approaches can be further divided into average similarity and worst case similarity. As to
average similarity, it separately calculates similarity among users under k criteria. Then it calculates
the average of similarity under k criteria and the average shall be the similarity between two users
(Formula 4). As to worst case similarity, it makes the worse part among similarity under k criteria as
the similarity between two users (Formula 5).

sim avg (u , u ' ) =

1
k +1

∑

k

i =0

simi (u , u ' )

sim min (u , u ' ) = min simi (u , u ' )
i= 0 ,..., k

sim(u , u ' ) =

1
1 + d user (u , u ' )

(Formula 4)
(Formula 5)
(Formula 6)

Besides, it makes multidimensional distance as the distance of vectors under k criteria among users.
After conducting distance calculation, the distance is transferred into similarity from 0 to 1 (Formula
6). Chen (2007) adopted the similarity-based approach, applied it to the field of games and achieved
the purpose of multi-criteria recommendation. First, the similarity modules make the average of
similarity under certain kinds of criteria among groups as the base of similarity and predict on similar
groups’ ratings on target users under certain kinds of criteria. The experience-direction learning
modules make the similarity among users’ ratings under certain kinds of criteria and the overall rating
as preference weight. The recommendation modules conduct aggregating prediction on the overall
rating via target users’ weights under certain kinds of criteria. Finally, it recommends the Top-N
games with prediction ratings higher than the threshold.
(2) Aggregation-function-based Approach
The approach makes rating prediction via the aggregation-function-based approach. It is mainly
divided into three parts separately, i.e., multi-criteria rating prediction, aggregation rating function
generation and overall rating prediction.
(a) Multi-criteria Rating Prediction
Target users show their probable preferences on the overall rating predicted on to-be-rated movies. To
consider the probable influence on overall rating brought by users’ ratings on preferred criteria, the
integrity of collecting multi-criteria rating data becomes the key to analyze the overall rating. After
collecting users’ ratings on different items under k criteria, the multi-criteria rating matrix is formed,
R: Users × Items → X 1 ×... × X k . To predict the multi-criteria ratings, the approach divides the multicriteria rating matrix into k independent rating matrices, R: Users × Items → X i (where i = 1,..., k ) . It
then predicts all unknown ratings via aggregation calculation of the single rating recommendation
system.

(b) Aggregation Rating Function Generation
To find out the degree of influence on the overall rating brought by users’ multi-criteria rating
preferences, it predicts the influence on rating of items’ overall preferences brought by multi-criteria
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rating, aggregation function can be divided into three directions, users’ personal base, item base and
overall evaluation. As to personal base and item base, for particular users or items, it separately finds
their multi-criteria influence weight on overall rating. As to overall evaluation, either for users or for
items, the same weight is used to show the influence on overall rating brought by multi-criteria.
Common aggregation function weight generation approaches are as follows: (i) domain expertise:
based on previous experiences or professional knowledge, experts within the field produce suitable
aggregation function for prediction. For example, prediction on overall rating is the average of all
criteria, (ii) statistical techniques: it makes analysis via statistics, such as linear or non-linear
regression analyzing techniques. Through linear combination, it predicts overall rating via multi∧

∧

∧

∧

criteria rating. Factors of multi-criteria are β 0 、 β 1 、 β 2 、...、 β k , meaning multi-criteria weight
on overall rating. It can be used as the aggregation function to make subsequent prediction on
common overall rating, and (iii) machine learning techniques: taking neural network technique as
example, it repeatedly trains neural network via hidden layers. After then, it uses the trained neural
network to determine the weights of users’ multi-criteria preferences.
(c) Overall Rating Prediction
After getting multi-criteria prediction ratings on users’ preferences and multi-criteria multiple
regression coefficients influencing overall rating weight from the first two steps, it predicts users’
overall ratings of probable preferences on to-be-rated movies via aggregation function.
Traditional collaborative filtering recommendation calculates similar groups based on all members’
single ratings on items and does not measure the differences of users’ preferences on items’ multicriteria. This leads to a problem that similar groups might not have the same preference criteria.
Therefore, besides customer’s single preference rating, multi-criteria rating’s probable influence on
similar groups should also be considered.

Research Methodology
The research framework of this study, considering from the perspective of multi-criteria rating,
consists of users’ rating trust mechanism and the process of prediction and recommendation. Standard
regression coefficients are used to measure users’ attention on multi-criteria. Un-rated movies’ multicriteria ratings are predicted based on the group trust. Group trust in the research indicates it not only
is the credibility of users’ rating on prediction, but also the attention on multi rating criteria. Finally
we use regression prediction module to calculate the overall preferences on movies and recommend
movies with prediction ratings over the threshold.

Module functions
(1) Multiple regression analysis
Multiple regression analysis indicates users’ attention on multi-criteria preferences. It asks users to
actually rate movies under different dimensions and gets multi-criteria preference features after
recording users’ ratings on multi-criteria. Adomavicius and Kwon (2007) brought up the linear
regression approach, regarding users’ multi-criteria ratings, X 1 、…、 X n , as independent variables
and regarding to-be-measured multi-criteria common overall rating, Y, as the dependent variable. The
ratings, based on Likert Five-point Scale, are from 1 to 5, and show users’ judgment on multi-criteria
preferences. We get multi-criteria regression function as aggregation function after using the SPSS
software to analyze multiple regressions. Regression factors show multi-criteria influences on the
overall preferences. This module can be divided into two parts, i.e., rating aggregation function and
multi-criteria preference vector.
(a) Rating aggregation function
To find multi-criteria rating preference’s influence on the overall rating, this study adopts the linear
regression technique in statistics as aggregation function to predict the overall rating. First, we let
users’ common overall rating, Y, as the dependent variable and let the k multi-criteria ratings, X 1 ,
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X 2 ,…, X k , as independent variables. We use ordinary least squares (OLS) to train linear multiple
∧

∧

∧

regression modules and get regression factors. Multi-criteria factors are separately as β 1 , β 2 , ..., β k
and C , showing multi-criteria weights on overall rating and the constant C. They are used for the

aggregation function f u , which is the following prediction of the overall rating on movies by the
target user u.
(b) Multi-criteria preference vector
Judging from regression factors got from multiple regression analysis, we can see the influence of
users’ multi-criteria ratings on the overall ratings of the movies. We transfer multi-criteria preference
vectors made up of k criteria standardized regression factors into users’ multi-criteria preference
∧

∧

∧

vector (MPV), shown in MPV(u)=( β 1 , β 2 ,…, β k ), meaning users’ different rating criteria on
∧

movies. Factor β k means probable influence on users’ overall preference and MPV(u) is the list of
users’ preference vectors.
(2) Multi-criteria rating evaluation module
To predict users’ preference ratings on to-be-rated movies, this study uses the trust-based approach as
the method of rating prediction, in order to find users or ratings with higher trust value as the base of
multi-criteria preference prediction and avoid prediction errors caused by low trust value or malicious
inaccurate ratings in the process of rating prediction. Before predicting multi-criteria ratings on users’
to-be-rated movies, we first divide multi-criteria rating matrix into single criterion rating matrixes.
Then we separately predict unknown multi-criteria ratings with the single criterion rating matrix.
(a) Calculation of the trust value of rating
Users’ trust-based prediction uses the error among similar users’ prediction values on items as the
base to set up trust value. The more users with accurate ratings are predicted, the higher the trust value
is. Under k criteria, each user has his/her own item prediction trust values on different items. This
study refers to trust-based recommendation brought up by O’Donovan and Smyth (2005) to predict
target users’ unknown ratings. The steps to set up trust values are as follows:

(i) Calculation of similarity

To measure each user’s influence weights on overall preference under different criteria, after getting
MPV among users, we calculate similarity among users via Cosine Measure (Formula 7). We
calculate similarity among groups via multi-criteria characteristics vectors among users in order to
lower unreliability of similarity calculation caused by lack of rated items owing to sparse quantities.
k

sim MPV (u , u ' ) = cos( MPV (u ), MPV (u ' )) =

∑
i =1

k

∧

∧

∑ u(β
i =1

∧

u ( β i )u ' ( β i )
i

)

2

k

∧

∑ u' (β
i =1

i

(Formula 7)
)

2

(ii) Prediction of personal rating

Before calculating users’ trust values, members’ ratings on common rated items should have to be
predicted. We judge whether the prediction is correct by checking whether prediction error is within
the error limits. As to common rated items, i, u ' (i ) means that u’ rates on i. We predict the other
member, u, via simMPV (u , u ' ) . Prediction rating is shown as Pu ' u (i ) in Formula 8.

Pu ' u (i ) = u + (u ' (i ) - u ' ) sim MPV (u, u ' )

(Formula 8)

(iii) Calculation of item trust value
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When the error between prediction rating of u’, Pu ' u (i ) , and common member u’s actual rating, u (i ) ,

is smaller than ε , it is regarded as correct prediction, represented as CorrectSet (u ' ) in Formula 9.
The set on i predicted by u’ is shown as Re cSet (u ' ) . The set of predictions that their errors are
smaller than error ε is represented as CorrectSet (u ' ) . The more values that CorrectSet (u ' ) has,
the more accurate ratio is, meaning that the bigger trust value of u’ on i’s rating shown in Formula 10.

Corrεct k (i, u ' , u ) ⇔ Pu ' u (i ) − u (i ) < ε

Trust k (u ' , i ) =

{(u k , i k ) � CorrectSet (u ' ) : i k = i}
{(u k , i k ) � Re cSet (u ' ) : i k = i}

(Formula 9)
(Formula 10)

After finishing calculating users’ trust values on the movies, we record users’ trust values on the
criteria (C1, C2,…, Ck) into the trust value matrix. The bigger the trust value is, the more credible
users’ ratings on the items are and the higher the reference value of prediction is, thus lowering
malicious rating’s influence on prediction.
(b) Calculation of trust weight
In multi-criteria rating environment, each member has different degree of influence on overall rating
under different criteria. If we just take rating trust value as the judgment on trust groups, we might
find false reference groups. Therefore, besides using users’ rating trust values as the judgment on trust
∧

groups, users’ preference factors, β k , on different rating criteria are also regarded as the bases to
judge the trust groups. Therefore, trust weight means each rating member’s trust weight on different
items under multi-criteria. For trust weight calculation, this study combines similar trust values of u’
on predicted item i, represented as Trust

k (u ' , i ) ,

∧

and the preference factors under k criteria, β k , and

then transfers them into the trust weight wk (u ' , i ) , shown in Formula 11. The purpose of combining
the two values into the weight is to lower the errors of judgment on trust members when only
evaluating a single value.
∧

wk (u ' , i ) =

2( β k )(trust k (u ' , i ))
∧

(Formula 11)

β k + trust k (u ' , i )
(c) Prediction of multi-criteria rating
To avoid huge diversity of multi-criteria preference among users, multi-criteria preference similarity
threshold is set as the original measurement on selection of the predicted groups. The similarity of
multi-criteria preference vectors between u’ and target user, u, should be bigger than the threshold,
Tsim = 0.5 , and then they can be regarded as similar groups on multi-criteria preferences. Besides, as
to multi-criteria rating prediction, this study refers to trust-based filtering prediction approach brought
up by O’Donovan & Smyth (2005) to select trust groups. The trust weight obtained through the above
steps (Formula 11) not only means reliability of members’ ratings on the item, but also the criterion
preference’s influence on overall rating. The threshold of trust weight is set and represented as
TTrust _ Weight . Members with weights over the threshold are trust groups to be predicted on ratings
(Formula 12). Through trust group weight, we predict the k criteria rating of the target user, u, on the
un-rated movie, i, via Formula 13.
U 'T (i ) = {u ' k �U ' k (i ) : wk (u '.i ) > TTrust _ Weight and sim MPV (u, u' ) > 0.5}

(Formula 12)
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u k (i ) = u k +

∑ (u'

u '∈U '( i )

k

(i ) − u ' k ) × wk (u ' , i )

∑w

u '∈U '( i )

k

(Formula 13)

(u ' , i )

(3) Recommendation module
In the phase of multi-criteria rating evaluation module, we predict users’ k criteria ratings
( X 1' , X 2' ,... X k' ) on to-be-rated movies via group trust-based approach. Through multiple regression

analysis, we get the aggregation function, f , meaning users’ prediction on overall rating. Finally we
use the aggregation function to predict users’ overall ratings on probable preferring to-be-rated
movies. This study recommends movies with ratings equal or greater than 4.

Experiments and Result Analysis
Method of evaluation and analysis
In order to evaluate the predicted quality of movie recommendation, the mean absolute error (MAE)
and F1 value that are commonly used by recommendation systems are adopted in this study.
(1) Mean absolute error
In order to verify the difference of the predicted quality of movie recommendation, and use it as a
reference for selecting parameters with better predictive ability, this study uses the mean absolute
error frequently used by recommendation systems as the predictive indicator of measurement, see
formula 14, where ri is the real rating of item i, pi is the predicted rating of item i, and MAE is the
average value of errors between the actual rating of items and the predicted rating of items, which is
used as the measurement value. When the MAE is lower, it means the quality predicted by the system
is higher.

∑
MAE =

N
i =1

ri − pi

(Formula 14)

N

(2) Experiment assessment of recommendation performance
In the study of recommendation system, indicators such as precision, recall and F1 are often used for
assessing the recommendation result (Herlocker et al., 2004; Huang et al., 2004; Sarwar et al., 2000).
Precision refers to the proportion highly preferred by the user in the recommended items, and recall
refers to the recommended proportion actually obtained from the items highly preferred by all users.
Precision is often inversely proportional to recall, so the indicator, F1, combining precision and recall
is used for avoiding deviation produced by a single assessment indicator. This experiment will carry
out recommendation assessment for all test data sets, so movies relevant and irrelevant to high interest,
and selected and not selected movies must be defined in the test data. The classification is listed in
table 1.
Table 1. Classification of recommended items
Selected

Not Selected

Total

Relevant

N rs

N rn

Nr

Irrelevant

N is

N in

Ni

Total

Ns

Nn

N
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Pr ecision =

Re call =

F1 =

N rs
NS

(For mu la 15)

N rs
Nr

(For mula 16)

2 × Re call × Pr ecision
Re call + Pr ecision

(For mu la 17)

In this study, movies with actual rating equal to and higher than 4 in the test data set are viewed as
movies (Nr) related to user high interest. The aggregate function will predict movies with rating equal
to and higher than 4, and will view them as the recommended movies (Ns). The recommendation
precision is the proportion of the actually and accurately predicted movies (Nrs) to all recommended
movies (Ns), expressed in the formula 15, recall is the proportion of the actually and accurately
predicted movies (Nrs) to movies (Nr) related to the high interest of all users, expressed in formula 16.
And F1 (see formula 17) is used for assessing the recommendation effectiveness.

Experiment environment and data source
Our movie data and introductions are from the movie information portal website “True Movie”
(http://www.truemovie.com/) and KingNet (http://www.kingnet.com.tw/), as well as movie preview
links of YouTube. They are used for providing users with review of movies. These websites supply
complete movie reference information to help users to assess movies. We collected totally 130 movies
from these movie platforms as the experiment basis from January, 2007 to March, 2013. Users can
rate and collect movies according to their impression after watching them. In addition to the general
overall rating, in order to collect user's preferences to different aspects of movies, the movie rating in
this experiment is based on the Yahoo!Movies website and movie comment blog, “Donald Kwan
Movies” , as references. The criteria such as “screenplay/story”, “acting”, “cast” and “sound & visual
effect” are the four criteria used for rating movies (See table 2). Users rate the impressed movies or
favored movies according to the 5 rating criteria after reading the guidelines of rating criteria. The
rating ranges from 1 to 5, which respectively represents “dislike”, “not bad”, “ordinary”, “like” and
“like very much”.
Table 2. Rating criteria description
Grade criteria
Like as a whole

Description
Rating based on like as a whole and impression.

Screenplay & Story

Total epitasis, smooth of story flow, dialogue
design, and message and meaning produced by
story.

Acting

Degree of impression left by acting of actors and
actresses, or acting quality of actors or actresses.

Cast

Cast, scale or fame of director and actors and
actresses.
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Sound & Visual Effect

Action design, animation technique, set design and
story supplementary, poster, background music, and
sound effect.

Current movie communities mostly use movie introduction and comments as the main information,
and largely use a single rating as the feedback and collection of customers as for user rating. In this
study, in order to verify if users will prefer movies based on different criteria, and if users will have an
influence on the preference of movie as a whole, a multi-criteria movie rating platform is established
for collecting ratings based on multi-criteria preference of users. After collecting movie ratings based
on multi-criteria, the method proposed in this study is used for analyzing the trust-based community
of the rating community. Users with the potential interest in rating prediction will be recommended.
Table 3. Multiple regression coefficient
Standardized
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Coefficients
B
(Constant)
Screenplay/story,
acting, cast, and
sound & visual
effect

Std. Error

Beta

t

Sig.

2.939

.003

.257

.088

.538

.021

.562

25.110

.000

.254

.026

.235

9.625

.000

.016

.019

.018

.846

.398

.135

.017

.146

7.720

.000

(1) Statistics assessment
In order to assess if the four rating factors (independent variables) such as the collected
“screenplay/story”, “acting”, “cast” and “sound & visual effect” have an significant influence on the
total rating (dependent variable), the SPSS statistics software is used for conducting multiple
regression analysis so as to find out the criteria with remarkable effect to carry out the subsequent
experiments. The result is listed in table 3. The significant level “α=0.05” is used for verifying if
each criterion has an influence on the total rating. We can know from table 3 that in the “cast”
criterion, its t-value=0.846 and its p-value=0.398 > 0.05, so this criterion has no significant influence
on the total rating. Therefore, the “cast” criterion will be removed, and the criteria such as
“screenplay/story”, “acting” and “sound & visual effect” which have significant influences on the
total rating will be used as the assessment criteria of this experiment.
(2) Division of data set
In order to discuss if the trust base will enhance the predictive effect, in this study all rating data will
be divided into 3 different levels of data sets. The Sparsity Level refers to the percentage of the rating
number under the rating matrix. The higher the sparsity level is, the lower the percentage of the rating
number in the rating matrix will be, and vice versa. Formula 18 is used for calculating the sparsity
levels of different sub-data sets, where | Users | is the number of users in the data set, | Movies | is
the number of movies, and | Ratings | is the rating sum in the data set. In this study, three data sets
with different sparsity levels will be compared. They are respectively Data Set 1, Data Set 2 and Data

405
= 0.9012 , the sparsity level of Data
41 × 100
735
1049
= 0.8468 , and the sparisty level of Data Set 3 is: 1 = 0.8001 . This
Set 2 is: 1 41×117
41×128
Set 3, of which the sparsity level of Data Set 1 is: 1 -

study uses the three data sets (See table 4) as a basis and compares them, and changes in effect of
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three data sets with different sparsity levels predicted by the trust base will be used for predicting the
subsequent movie ratings and comparing the assessments of recommendation efficiency.

Sparsity Level = 1 -

| Ratings |
| Users | × | Movies |

(For mu la 18)

Table 4. Division of data set
Number of
users

Number of
movies

Rating
number

Sparsity Level

Data Set 1

41

100

405

0.9012

Data Set 2

41

117

735

0.8468

Data Set 3

41

128

1049

0.8001

Experiment of recommendation analysis
The experiment of recommendation analysis consists of two phases. The phase 1 is used as the
parameter of trust-based community for dividing the experiment into 2 parts. Experiment 1 is the
experiment set by the error range, ε , predicted by the movie co-rating members. In the predictive set,
the percentage lower than the set, CorrectSet (u ' ) , of the error range, ε , in the user recommendation
set, Re cSet (u ' ) , is used for judging the rating trust value. The better error range will be found from
the collecting rating data to judge if the user prediction is correct or not. Experiment 2 is the
experiment set by the threshold value of the trust weight. It is necessary to find out the trust-based
community of a movie based on each criterion when rating prediction of a movie is conducted, and
members of the trust-based community shall be regarded as the basis of prediction of the trust base.
After setting the parameter of experiment in the phase 1, the experiment in phase 2 is set up based on
the parameter so as to assess the rating prediction and the recommendation effectiveness.
(1) Experiments of parameter setup
(a) Experiment 1: Predicted error range ( ε ) set
In the process of establishing the user rating trust value, the correct proportion predicted between the
error range between the item predictive rating and the actual rating will be used as the trust value of
this item by the user. When the tolerable error range is lower, and the correct predicted definition is
stricter, the trust value of the item ratingd by the user is lower, and vice versa. Therefore, the
predicted error range has an influence on the distribution number of the community rating trust value.
(b) Experiment 2: Threshold of trust weight set
The trust weight consists of the trust value of a movie rating by the community and the preferred
coefficient of each criterion, the trust-based community must be found before a movie with unknown
preference is rated by the target user based on each criterion. After setting the threshold value of the
trust weight, the community whose value is higher than the threshold value will be used as a standard
for selecting predictive community. The data sets with different sparsity levels have different rating
numbers and densities. If a higher threshold value is used as the conditions for selecting the trustbased community of intensive data, it may ignore the members with higher trust value. Therefore, as
for data sets with different sparsity levels, a better predicted threshold value must be found as the
conditions for selecting the trust-based community based on each criterion.
In this phase, the design weight will accumulate different threshold values ( TTrust _ Weight = 0.1

TTrust _ Weight = 0.2

TTrust _ Weight = 0.3

TTrust _ Weight = 0.4

、
TTrust _ Weight = 0.5 ) at the rate of 0.1 to assess

、
、
、
the threshold of the trust-based community in the data sets with different sparsity levels, and 20% of
rating data will be randomly selected as the test date of each data set, and the test data will be
predicted. After completion of experiment 1 and experiment 2 in the phase 1, the error range for
judging if the user rating is right or not and the threshold value of the trust weight of each criterion
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under the data sets with different sparsity levels are respectively determined as the conditions for
selecting the best predictive community. Parameters (See table 5) determined in this part is used for
assessing the next prediction.
Table 5. Set value of parameter
Threshold value of trust weight
Rating
criteria

Data Set 1

Data Set 2

Data Set 3

(sparsity level:
0.9012)

(sparsity level:
0.8468)

(sparsity level:
0.8001)

Screenplay
/Story

TTrust _ Weight = 0.3

TTrust _ Weight = 0.2

TTrust _ Weight = 0.1

Acting

TTrust _ Weight = 0.2

TTrust _ Weight = 0.2

TTrust _ Weight = 0.1

Sound
&Visual
effect

TTrust _ Weight = 0.3

TTrust _ Weight = 0.2

TTrust _ Weight = 0.1

Error range of
user
prediction

|ε|<1

Conclusion
The multi-criteria decision-making issue has been widely used in studying on both the decision
supporting area and the marketing area. However, in the research area of the current recommendation
system, the overall preference of the single rating is used as the recommendation basis. O'Donovan
and Smyth (2005) considered the preferences of users for different movie criteria as the
recommendation basis so as to increase the overall recommendation accuracy. In the multi-criteria
recommendation environment requiring collecting many ratings, how to increase the reliability of
rating prediction under each criterion, facilitate increasing the accuracy of the overall rating prediction,
and increase the recommendation efficiency are the issues discussed in this study.
In order to ensure that an appropriate trust community can be found as the rating prediction under
each criterion, the trust values and preferences of all members for each item are considered as the trust
weight in this study. From the experiment conducted in phase 1, the threshold value of the trust
weight is found out as the standard for selecting the trust community. It is found that the MAE effect
of the predictive rating is better than the similarity-based prediction when the filtering community of
the trust-based weight is used as the predictive basis under rating data with different sparsity levels in
the rating predictive experiment of each criterion during the experiment 3 of phase 2. The use of the
trust-based filtering can not only consider the trust community with more reference values as the
prediction under each criterion, but the way only using the similarity-based prediction which may
affect the predictive quality when the rating is relatively sparse can be avoided.
In predicting the overall rating in the experiment of phase 2, the trust-based filtering is used as the
rating predictive community under each criterion, and it therefore has a better performance when the
MAE value is predicted in the overall rating. The error dispersion judged by the standard deviation of
error also has a small difference. Finally form the recommendation comparison conducted in the
experiment 5, we found that the F1 value of the recommendation effectiveness is better than the
traditional similarity-based prediction no matter what kind of overall rating aggregate function is used
when the rating of each criterion uses the trust-based filtering approach to make prediction. By
comparing with the overall rating aggregate functions, we found that the User-reg overall aggregate
function has better recommendation effectiveness when the rating data are sufficient except that the
insufficient rating data will make the recommendation efficiency of the User-reg overall aggregate
function to be worse in the case that the data is sparser.
In the recommendation system, the way to increase the reliability of the predictive rating so as to
enhance the recommendation effectiveness, and to reduce the cost for searching user information and
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increase customer loyalty is the main issue when a large amount of ratings are collected. In the multicriteria recommendation environment, the preferred interest information of users based on different
criteria is collected. In order to enable more rating information to increase the recommendation
accuracy, the trust community will be used for offsetting the shortage of the collaborative filtering
prediction so as to enhance the multi-criteria recommendation efficiency in this study. Therefore, this
study has the following contributions:
(1) Members with higher rating reliability and preference are used as the trust members, and the
threshold value of the trust weight is used as the standard for selecting the trust community under
each criterion so as to enhance the predictive effect of the trust community.
(2) The trust community used as the rating prediction can obviously increase the efficiency, and can
reduce the inherent loss of the similarity-based prediction when the data with different sparsity
levels is cut and the rating data is sparser.
(3) In this study the perdition of the trust community is used in the multi-criteria recommendation
environment, so the rating error of each criterion for movies with unknown user preference can be
reduced under much rating information of the multi-criteria, and hence the overall rating
predictive ability and the recommendation efficiency can be enhanced. Therefore, the feasibility
of the trust-based recommendation framework has been verified in this study under the multicriteria environment.
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